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Season 6, Episode 14
 PreviousNext 




Rebirth! Team Dungeon



Aguma, who received Johannes invitation along with others, gets introduced to The Black Sun and the rest that happened to them is unknown. Elsewhere, Gingka and his friends, who visited Greece, head through ruins to find a Legend Blader holding onto Vari Ares, Madoka then finds out that the Blader that caused the wreckage is heading to America. Elsewhere, Masamune is "completely stoked" about the Legendary Bladers and begins intensive training with Toby and Zeo when suddenly, Tsubasa appears. Zeo and Toby show their new Beys to him and use it against him. The coach comes out and showed Masamune a drawing which has pictures of him on it. Masamune then cheers loudly for the battle in the gym which make the coach angry. He shouts at Masamune which stops the battle between Toby, Zeo and Tsubasa leaving the battle with no outcome. Benkei, Kyoya, Yuki, Madoka and Gingka head on a plane going to America. 
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
3 July 2011, 00:00
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